
INTRODUCTION AND METHODOLOGY 
 

Non-recurring events such as incidents, work zones, and 
severe weather significantly impact transportation systems. 
Agencies are increasingly applying operations strategies to 
mitigate these impacts. To improve agency performance, 
these questions are critical to answer: 
1) How intense were the impacts across space and time? 
2) What actions did the agency take? 
3) What (if any) changes are needed in actions, in future? 
 
 

Introduction and Methodology 
Calculating system performance measures involves several  
parameters, options and factors, such as time aggregation,  
segmentation, weighting schemes. This study investigated 
their impacts, using a 288-mile NHS arterial network in  
Southeast Virginia. Measures studied: Delay per mile,  
AASHTO Reliability Index (RI80), TTI, PTI, Congested miles 
and hours. 
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Key Recommendations 
 Use local volume profiles for delays, TMCs as  
segments, 1-hour aggregation.  

 Monitor congested miles and hours together. 
 Try length, volume, VMT weights; different peak  
period definitions; and both Posted Speed Limits 
and Daytime Light Traffic Speed as references.  

 Need more ground truth evaluation, experience.  
Punitive targets are not beneficial now. 
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1. Set calculation 
options

3b. Prepare speed 
data 

3a. Import speed 
data

Aggregate from TMC to Segment, and to desired time interval; Cap 
speeds (if applicable); Fill with reference speed (if applicable); Adjust 
travel time to full length (from available TMC data); Determine 
average speed by segment-DOW-TOD, 80th percentile travel time and 
free flow travel time; Standardize data format; Cross check # of TMCs 
expected and # with data

4b. Prepare volume 
data

4a. Import 
volume data

5. Calculate AASHTO 
RI80

6. Calculate delay, PTI, 
TTI, congested hours, 

congested miles

7. Aggregate measures 
to corridor-direction, 

corridors, region

8. Print data quality 
graphs

9. Output results in Excel file (calculation options, 
segment details, results at different spatial 

aggregations)

Identify segments, TMCs, links, CCS of interest; Link-CCS associations; 
segment-TMC-link associations for selected segmentation; TTI Day of 
Week volume factors; speed capping limits

2a. Import 
metadata

2b. Prepare 
metadata

Loop through each corridor 
(speed dataset)

Parameters: speed data source; volume profile method; vehicle mix 
(trucks or all vehicles);direction factor; data quality; speed capping 
(yes/no); start date; congestion reference speed; congestion 
threshold; peak period; time aggregation (15 or 60min); segmentation

 Determine link AADT (using known AADT,  and truck factor); remove 
dates with all zero records; aggregate to 1 hour, if needed; calculate 
DOW-TOD average volume at each CCS of interest; calculate ADTs 
and DOW-TOD profiles; calculate link DOW-TOD volumes; 

 For TTI method, use average speeds between 6-10am and 3-7pm for 
determining which profile to use; Use AADT, truck factor to calculate 
daily volume profile at each link, for weekday and weekend

 Calculate VMTs

Use published AASHTO methodology

Conflate average speeds with VMTs; Use Turner and Qu (2013) 
methodology

Use all the 4 weighting schemes: unit, length, volume and VMT

  LTS as Congestion Reference PSL as Congestion Reference  

Delay per Mile PTI Delay per Mile PTI TTI AASHTO RI TTI AASHTO RI 

INRIX  (both) 49-53%  

lower 

6-12%  

lower 

56%  

lower 

17-23% 

lower 

1.5-6.5% 

lower 

12-14%  

lower 

12-18% 

lower 

23-24%  

lower 

NPMRDS 155%  

higher 

4-18%  

higher 

125%  

higher 

23-41% 

higher 

13-20% 

higher 

6-8%  

higher 

35-44% 

higher 

25-27%  

higher 

NPMRDS (filtered) 49%  

higher 

5-16%  

higher 

68%  

higher 

22-35% 

higher 

3-9%  

higher 

8-10%  

higher 

20-27% 

higher 

25-27%  

higher 

Key Results 
 NPMRDS variability is high, and needs filtering. 
 All indices are highly correlated and robust. None of 
the studied parameters and options impacted the  
indices more than 3%.  

 Volume profile methodologies and peak period  
definitions impact the peak period VMTs.  

 Volume profiles and large spatial segments  
impacted delays by more than 10%. 

 Truck definitions (Class 5/6 and above), temporal 
aggregation, small spatial segmentation changes 
hardly impacted delay (except a 12% decrease in 
NPMRDS delay for temporal aggregation). 


